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The aim of this work is to apply the variat1onal approach as 1ntroduced 
by Da Providencia1 to the correlat1on problem. We are interested no·t only 
in the calculation of the ground state energy, but, even more, in the excitation 
transition of the treated systems. 
Da Providencia1 and Cizek2 have written the exact wave function in 
the form: 
'I' = (exp iS) · <I> 
where ([> is some apprnpriate appr.oximation to '¥ and 
s ~ + +l ~ + + = cmiam ai 2 .cmnijam an ajai 
mi mmJ 
where Cm;, Cmnij are determined from 
('I' /H/ 'I') = min. 
In our study ([> was taken as a Slater determinant with molecular orbitals 
dete11mmed with the semiempirical SCF-PPP method. The studied systems 
are 
CO(NH2b CS(NH2b and CSe(NH2)2. 
The previous calculation3 proved that the single - excited states contributions 
are neglig~ble (Cm; = 0). Only Cmnij were taken in S and were determined 
foom the inhomogeneous system of equations. The calculiated energies of 
the ground states 'are in Table I. 
In the nonhete11ogenous atom system the doubly - excited states con-
tri!buti'on is the largest one but this is 1oot a priori true for heterogeneous one. 
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are so small. The variational method is very suitable for the calculation 
of the excitation transitions. With the transformation H' = e-isHeis in 
E = (4.> I e-1s H e-1s 1 w> 
we have tried to eliminate the ground state correlation implicit in H. The 
excitations can be deduced from the transformed Hamiltonian with the time 
- -dependent variational principle. The system of equat1on is1 
and corresponds formally to the system of the Random-Phase-Approximation 
(RPA). The difference between both methods is fundamental. While RPA 
uses <I> as .a ground state wave fll'Ilction, the variational method takes (exp S). 














give almost identical results. This is another consequence of the fact that 
dQIUbly - excited states (in part also quadruply excited) are not involved 
in '¥ to any large extent. 
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IZVLECEK 
Variacijska metoda dolocevanja korelacijske energije molekul 
B. Lukman in A. Azman 
Variacijsko metodo1 smo uporabili za dolocitev energije osnovnega stanja 
molekul. Metoda je zelo primerna za rafon eksitacij, ce je doprinos dvojno vzbu-
jenih stanj k osnovnemu stanju znaten. 
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